20 fan activities have been held on our platform since the
beginning of this year
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6 New items in the E-commerce module
6 Personal training sessions with our PROs
3 Poker tournaments
5 Predictions contests

6 New items in the E-commerce module
This year we received three physical items from our sportsman and three items in NFT
format
So we gradually moved to a more modern format of our lots in
this module—NFTs. This allows fans worldwide to receive a piece
of their favorite athlete without waiting for it to be delivered
because NFTs arrive in your wallet in seconds. This does not mean
that we will no longer have physical items in this module, but there will
be noticeably fewer of them.

Take a closer look at them in our E-commerce module.

6 Personal training sessions with our PROs

Six happy community members have already received recommendations for improving their
skills. Five of them were more into poker, and only one preferred tennis.
All poker training sessions were held by Denis Puisha. Denis has played poker since

2014. For all time, Denis has played in more than 20,000 tournaments. He has 8.3%
ROI, and his net profit for all time is more than $ 15,000.
During the training session, members played the Sit and Go tournaments. Denis
helped them analyze the game, conduct a theoretical lecture, and at the end of the
tournament, will analyze the most difficult distributions in detail. All of this will help to
increase the game level.
A tennis training session was held by Togan Tokac – one of the best tennis players
on our team!

Denis received an exclusive training session with Togan and got personal tips from a
top-notch professional. Important note: the game was held in Istanbul – a beautiful
city. “I enjoyed the training session. Togan drew my attention to many things that
need to be worked on. He is an excellent player, and I think he has a great future in
tennis.” This is what Denis said at the end of the training.
You can sign up for a training session with Togan Tokac in the fan communications
module. You can agree on a suitable time for you and inform the coach in advance
what details of the game you would like to understand better.

3 Poker tournaments
Everyone had a chance to play with

the TokenStars poker team members and even win prizes! Our players
participated in a freeroll tournament with TEAM tokens prizes alongside common
players and fans worldwide. Of course, it is not so easy for average players to defeat
a professional, but it is possible due to the high variance in poker.

5 Predictions contests
The predictions module is one of the oldest on the TokenStars platform. It was
introduced on the 1st of June 2018. It allows users to make daily sports predictions
and get token rewards. The contests increase token demand, attract new users to
the community, and help to gather valuable data for developing in growing industries,
like betting and talent assessment.
So why should you take part in our Predictions?
The current version of the bot includes the following features:
● No stakes required — users forecast the outcomes and earn tokens with no risk.
● Answering the questions daily allows participants to earn more tokens.
● Users earn tokens reward for each predicted forecast.
Here is quick guide to win tokens within the Predictions module:
● Add and start Telegram @TokenStars_Predictions_bot and complete your
profile to get your first token reward.
● Answer questions during the week to earn tokens.
● Notice that you don’t need to pay to predict and win tokens.
● Withdraw your tokens. You will need to register and add your ERC-20
address.
● Buy more tokens to get higher bonuses from predictions contest.

For more information: Follow the project’s social media channels on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Telegram, Medium, or take a look at
our videos on YouTube.

